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Lesson	Plan:		Class	Crest	
	

Class: ______________  Teacher: ________________________  Date: ______________ 
	

	
Easy Peasy Level: 
Intermediate or Advanced 
  
Lesson Focus: 

• Class values / class rules. 
• Poster creation 
• Drawing 
• Symmetry 
• Block writing 
• Colour 

Description: 
This lesson can be completed in many different ways to taylor it specifically to your class. You 
could create a giant class poster as part of a cooperative group project or students could 
create their own poster independently showing the class what values are important to 
them.  The crest could also be modified in different ways, replacing the pencils with other 
objects that relate to your chosen theme. Our instructions will detail how to create a large class 
poster but you could complete it any way you choose. 
Easy Peasy Tips: 

• In this lesson we use a neat little trick to help us achieve a symmetrical result. We will 
only draw one half of the picture before making a print on the opposite side. To do this 
we take advantage of our smudgy 2B pencil. 

• Did you know what the letters and numbers represent on the end of your pencil?  

For The Teacher: 

• This lesson would be a fantastic back to school lesson. Each year we work with our 
classes to discuss what values or class rules are important. These then in turn should be 
displayed somewhere prominently in the classroom for all to see. Once your class has 
decided on their values, use our lesson to create your own class poster. 

• On a large scale, this lesson would be a fantastic cooperative project that could be 
worked on by small groups. This would also give the students ownership of not only the 
poster but the values displayed. 
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You will need: 

• A very large sheet of paper. Do not use card as you will need to be able to fold it. 
• Lead pencils. At least 2B or greater. 
• Erasers 
• Ruler 
• Permanent black markers 
• Materials to add colour. We have used felt tip markers but if you are creating this project 

on a large scale you may consider oil pastels or paint. 
• Scissors to cut out your crest. 

Creating your artwork: 

Place your paper landscape style. 

1. Drawing: Fold your page in half vertically. Then using your pencil place one dot in the 
middle of the fold and a dot on the top and bottom as shown. Leave enough space for 
the stars and scroll. 

2. Now Remember, we are only going to draw one half of the picture! On the left side, 
begin at the top dot and draw a curved line as shown. It should finish in line with the top 
dot and should go about 3/4 of the way over the left side. 

3. Now draw a vertical line towards about the middle before curving it towards the bottom 
dot. Think a love heart shape. Look at your shape. You need to ask yourself, will it be big 
enough to write my values inside? if you made yours too small, simply try again over the 
top. We will rub out pencil lines later. 

4. Now draw exactly the same shape inside the first. Try and leave the same amount of 
space all the way around. 

5. To draw the scroll, begin by drawing 2 curves as shown. Make sure you leave enough 
width to write your class name. Hint: think half of a frown shaped curve. Also make sure 
that the curves only go downwards. If you go up a little at first, when we use the 
symmetry trick your scroll will look like a moustache! 

6. To make the scroll more interesting we add a fancy end as shown. make sure it is the 
same width as the first part of the scroll. 

7. Towards the edge of the page, measure and mark two dots. Make sure they are the 
same distance from the edge. Then use your ruler to lightly join the these dots to the dot 
in the middle of the page. We do this so that when we use our symmetry trick, our 
pencils will line up properly from one side of the crest to the other. 

8. Now use the lines as a guide to draw the ends of your pencils. Draw the pointy end of a 
pencil at the top and the round end at the bottom. Make sure your pencils are the same 
thickness and that you keep the guide line in the middle. 

9. Draw half of a star at the top and a smaller star to the left. Both should overlap the crest 
as shown. 
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10. On the left side of the crest, draw a squiggly vine then add some leaves. Try not to leave 
too many little spaces as they will be hard to cut out later if that is your plan. 

11. Using your ruler, divide your crest by first drawing a vertical line and then two horizontal 
lines. Don't make them too thick or you wont have enough space for your words. 

12. Symmetry Trick: To make our symmetry trick work, your drawing needs to be nice and 
dark. Using a minimum of a 2B pencil or darker, trace all of the lines you want to keep. 
Use an eraser to rub out any you don't want to appear in the final drawing. 

13. Now fold your page back in half with the drawing on the inside. Change the grip on your 
pencil so that you are holding it flat like you would when you shade. Now shade very 
firmly on the back of the drawing especially the lines. Make sure you are shading on 
the back of the drawing and not on the back of the blank side of the page. Keep shading 
until you are certain you have shaded everywhere where you have drawn something on 
the other side. 

14. Open your page back up. You should now be able to see a symmetrical print on the 
blank side. If you can't see part of the design, trace over the area on the original drawing 
and repeat the shading trick on the area that is missing. 

15. Permanent Marker: Carefully trace over your deign using a black permanent marker. 
Then use an eraser to rub out any pencil lines you can still see. 

16. Now use your marker to begin adding more detail. Add shading and your class name to 
the scroll. Make the writing nice and fancy! Also add more detail to the stars as shown. 
This will give you a 3D effect on the stars. Don't forget to add what types of pencils you 
used! 

17. Writing: Using a pencil carefully plan and space out your values in each quarter of the 
crest. Turn your rough draft into block letters before tracing with permanent marker. 
Make sure that they are easy to read from a distance and that each letter is 
approximately the same thickness. Make sure you rub out any pencil lines. 

18. To give us the opportunity to add more colour, draw a block shape around each word 
that roughly follows its shape. 

19. Colour:  Now let's add some colour. We have used felt markers on ours but if yours is 
very large this would take a long time to complete and you would wear them out. On a 
large poster you may consider using oil pastel or paint. Did you also notice how we used 
complementary colours on the words to really make them stand out? We also decided to 
use white on the values as this helped them to stand out amongst all the colour. 

20. To complete your poster, paint/colour the background or cut it out. Display your poster 
on the wall or a coloured background. Hint. Leave a small white or grey border around 
the edge to really add contrast and make your poster stand out more. 

What do you like about your artwork? What would you do differently next time? 

Other Ideas: 

• This lesson could also be modified with the students creating a personalised crest that 
tells their story. Replace the words with drawn images about the students. The students 
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could draw a portrait, a picture of their house or bedroom, family or pets. On the scroll, 
they could simply write their name. 

• The above suggestion could be made easier by beginning with our black crest template. 

 
Teacher Evaluation / Comment: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________	

_______________________________________________________________________________________	

_______________________________________________________________________________________	

_______________________________________________________________________________________	

	


